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Relief and shortening in detachment folds
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Abstract

We present new thickness-relief methods for determining shortening S(z), mean shortening SðzÞ and curvimetric shortening Sc(z) as a function
of height in well-imaged structures. Thickness-relief measurements allow us to constrain the fractions of the deformation that are layer-parallel
pure shear, simple shear, and flexural, and to measure the excess area Ae of fold cores caused, for example, by flow of evaporites. The key mea-
surements are made in the thickness domain, which allows for more certain determination of regional stratigraphic gradients, which is required
for reliable separation of structural relief from primary stratigraphic thickness variations. We apply these methods to a diverse set of active de-
tachment folds from the fronts of the Nankai trough Japan, Cascadia accretionary wedge Oregon, southern Tianshan China and Agbami anticline
deep-water Niger delta. Three of these folds can be approximated by pure-shear detachment fold models because more than 95% of the short-
ening is by layer-parallel heterogeneous pure shear plus horizontal compaction. For this reason curvimetric shortening is one to two orders of
magnitude less than total shortening. In contrast, Agbami anticline shows layer-parallel stretching above the excess area of the fold core. In all
examples the layer-parallel simple-shear component is negligible or absent.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Detachment folding seems conceptually very simple from
a mass-balance perspective, with all the shortening consumed
in folding above a weak detachment layer (Laubscher, 1961,
1965; Jamison, 1987; Groshong and Epard, 1994; Poblet and
McClay, 1996). Classically, by conservation of area within
a closed cross-sectional system (Fig. 1), the area As displaced
into the fold by shortening of layers below a given strati-
graphic horizon has been considered equal to the area of struc-
tural relief Asr that is displaced upward in folding of the same
horizon above its undeformed regional level (Chamberlain,
1910; Bucher, 1933; Goguel, 1962; Laubscher, 1965). This
area of shortening As would then be equal to the mean
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shortening S times the undeformed height Hd of the horizon
above the base of the detachment layer

Asr ¼ As ¼ SHd ð1Þ

The mean shortening can be obtained simply by dividing the
measured area of structural relief by the height above the
detachment

S¼ Asr=Hd ð2Þ

which has been called planimetric shortening by Laubscher
(1961, 1966) and in general may vary as a function of strati-
graphic height z, so we write SðzÞ, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

These classic relationships between structural relief and
shortening have become more interesting in recent years be-
cause of improved imaging, including both seismic imaging
of large-scale structures and surveying of folds exposed at
the surface using photogrammetric, geodetic, laser and other
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Fig. 1. (A) A simple detachment fold model with variable shortening as a function of height z. Three contrasting measures of shortening are shown: bed-by-bed

shortening S(z), mean shortening SðzÞ, and curvimetric or bed-length shortening Sc. The quantities that we need to observe as a function of height to determine the

shortening are: the area of structural relief Asr which is the area of deflection of a deformed horizon from its undeformed elevation or regional; the undeformed

height Hd of the horizon above a detachment; the deformed length of a horizon Ld and the straight-line length L measured along the regional. The area of structural

relief Asr in this model is equal to the area of shortening As, but we also consider cases in which they differ for structurally interesting reasons. (B) Following Epard

and Groshong (1993), measurements of area of relief as a function of height can be plotted such that the local slope of the data gives the shortening S(z). Note that

the mean shortening above a detachment SðzÞ will be in general different from the shortening S(z).
techniques (Poblet and Hardy, 1995; Erslev and Mayborn,
1997; Rico, 1999; Atkinson and Wallace, 2003). Essentially
complete imaging allows us to measure the area of structural
relief on many imaged stratigraphic horizons, offering the pos-
sibility of fine-scale determination of shortening as a function
of stratigraphic level. In particular, Epard and Groshong
(1993) showed that if we plot the measured areas of structural
relief for a number of stratigraphic horizons as a function of
height above the detachment or any reference level, the slope
of the data is the shortening (Fig. 1B). With increasing short-
ening there is an increasing slope to the heightearea plot.
These relationships are not confined to detachment folds and
have been applied to both compressional and extensional
structures (Epard and Groshong, 1993, 1995; Groshong and
Epard, 1994, 1996; Pashin et al., 1995; Adam et al., 2004;
Higuera-Dı́az et al., 2005; Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2005).
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Fig. 2. (A) Area relief graph of a more complex detachment fold model containing two detachments and layer-parallel simple shear. (B) Shortening as a function of

height. (C) Mean shortening as a function of height. These graphs illustrate the challenges of recovering the shortening S(z) as a function of height from measure-

ments of area of structural relief Asr. It is possible to obtain improved estimates of shortening S(z) by simultaneously considering the mean shortening SðzÞ and the

shortening obtained from linear SLðzÞ, polynomial SpðzÞ and other approximations to the data. A key element in the analysis is computing the mean shortening

predicted from the linear SLðzÞ, polynomial SpðzÞ and other approximations and comparing them with the observed mean shortening SðzÞ. These techniques work

well in our four case studies.
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Nevertheless, determining the shortening from area of
structural relief is not entirely straightforward for several rea-
sons that are addressed in this paper:

[1] Stratigraphic and structural complexities in many cases
make it difficult or impossible to determine accurately
the undeformed regional level of a stratigraphic horizon,
which is required for determining both area of structural
relief and height. The problem is that the regional level
may have a complex shape that is not obvious by inspec-
tion in the present deformed state, in contrast with the sim-
ple picture in Fig. 1. Hubert-Ferrari et al. (2005) suggested
that this problem may be overcome in many cases by mak-
ing measurements in the thickness domain rather than in
the depth domain of the present deformed cross-section,
allowing a more straightforward determination of the un-
deformed regional level and hence the area of relief. We
call this the thickness-relief method, which we outline in
substantially more detail than was possible in the initial
presentation by Hubert-Ferrari et al. (2005). Our examples
apply this method.

[2] In general shortening may vary as a function of strati-
graphic height, hence we write S(z). Therefore the area
of structural relief of a horizon is the shortening integrated
over the height above the detachment

AsrðzÞ ¼ SðzÞHd ¼
ZHd

0

SðzÞdz ð3Þ

but the shortening of a horizon is the vertical gradient in
the area of structural relief

SðzÞ ¼ dAsr=dz ð4Þ

Thus it is not surprising that, whereas it is relatively easy
to determine mean shortening SðzÞ ¼ AsrðzÞ=Hd, it is sub-
stantially more difficult to determine the layer-by-layer
shortening S(z) from measurements of structural relief be-
cause of errors in the data. Furthermore S(z) may not al-
ways be smoothly varying or everywhere continuous
because of stratigraphic complexities in the deformation,
such as multiple detachments or layer-parallel shear
(Figs. 1 and 2). For these reasons our ability to measure
S(z) is practically limited by our ability to measure
Asr(z), as we shall see from our examples.

[3] The assumption of conservation of area in a 2D closed sys-
tem does not always hold for structurally significant rea-
sons. For example, conservation of area is violated in
the case of horizontal tectonic compaction, which appears
to be quantitatively important in some low-amplitude de-
tachment folds (Henry et al., 2003), including several of
our examples. More importantly there is sometimes quite
substantial layer-parallel flow of salt or shale within the
basal detachment layer or other stratigraphic intervals,
such that neither area nor height is locally conserved
(Wiltschko and Chapple, 1977; Homza and Wallace,
1995, 1997). Under these circumstances the measured
area of structural relief must have a more complex rela-
tionship to mean shortening. As a simple example, if there
is an increase in area Ae of the core of a detachment fold as
a result of flow of material within the basal layer, Eq. (2)
could become

S¼ ðAsr�AeÞ=Hd ð5Þ

In several of our examples these effects are quantitatively
substantial.

Our discussion so far has been focused on determining short-
ening from measurements of area of structural relief. Tradition-
ally shortening has also been estimated from the difference
between the deformed bed length Ld and the length of the bed
along the regional L between the same end points (Fig. 1), based
on the assumption of conservation of bed length (Ld¼ Lo)

Sc ¼ ðLd� LÞ ð6Þ

which has been called the curvimetric shortening by
Laubscher (1961). However, in some cases bed length is not
conserved LdsLo, in which case the measured curvimetric
shortening Sc is not equal to the shortening S because of short-
ening (or stretching) due to strain S3

S¼ Scþ S3 ð7Þ

The curvimetric shortening can be one or even two orders of
magnitude different from the actual shortening, as we shall
see in the examples. In the limiting case of deflection of the
overburden above a flowing basal evaporite layer there may
be no tectonic shortening at all, in which case the measured
‘‘curvimetric shortening’’ will be the increase in bed length
S3 due to stretching of the overburden. Thus, we should think
of the curvimetric shortening as the component of apparent
shortening associated with deflection or flexure of the layer
from the regional. By simultaneously measuring Sc, S(z) and
S it may be possible to identify deflectional (flexural), pure
shear ðS3Þ and simple-shear components of the total shortening.

The combined measurement of curvimetric shortening Sc

and area of structural relief Asr has long been used to estimate
the depth to detachment Hd, starting with the well known but
quantitatively unsuccessful attempt of Chamberlain (1910,
1919) to determine the thickness of the deformed crustal shell
of the Appalachians and Rocky Mountains, based on inserting
Sc into Eq. (1)

Hd ¼ As=SzAsr=Sc ð8Þ

It has been widely noted that this depth to detachment calcu-
lation in many cases overestimates the depth, including the
cases of Chamberlain (Bucher, 1933; Wiltschko and Chapple,
1977; Mitra and Namson, 1989; Epard and Groshong, 1993;
Homza and Wallace, 1995; Bulnes and Poblet, 1999). The
two most common reasons for this failure are: [1] Eq. (8) over-
estimates the depth because curvimetric shortening Sc is com-
monly much less than the mean shortening S. [2] In cases in
which there is substantial flow within a basal detachment layer
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the measured area of structural relief Asr is substantially larger
than the area of shortening As, as illustrated in Eq. (5), there-
fore Eq. (8) overestimates the depth to detachment.

In the following sections we first present a summary of the
thickness-relief method, which gives us improved measure-
ments of Asr. Then we apply these methods and concepts to
estimate the various components of shortening as a function
of height in pregrowth strata of four detachment folds in the
active thrust belts of the Nankai trough offshore Japan, Casca-
dia offshore Oregon, southern Tianshan China, and Niger
delta. In a separate paper we address the issue of determining
the history of deformation based on measurements of thick-
ness relief in growth strata, applied to the same four examples
(Gonzalez-Mieres and Suppe, submitted for publication).

2. The thickness-relief method

The deformed shape of any set of horizons is the final result
of a convolution of stratigraphic and structural complexities
that in practice make it difficult or impossible to reliably iden-
tify the regional stratigraphic level in the classical way by in-
spection (Fig. 3a). The expected shape of the regional level is
not entirely obvious in the present deformed state because of
stratigraphic thickness variations, deformation of the footwall
of the structure in question, interference with adjacent inde-
pendent folds, and lateral flow of mobile stratigraphic intervals
such as evaporites (Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2005). Thus the key
issue is determining what part of the shape is structural and
what part is stratigraphic for each mapped horizon, which re-
quires human judgment. Hubert-Ferrari et al. (2005) proposed
that this distinction is in many cases much more easily made in
the thickness domain than in the depth domain of a normal
structural cross-section. The thickness domain is simply the
structural cross-section or seismic line flattened to a specific
mapped stratigraphic horizon. The flattening in this paper is
done using vertical simple shear such that area and vertical
thickness are conserved. In this flattened state it is typically
possible to distinguish regional thickness gradients from struc-
ture (Fig. 3b), especially if the section is much longer than the
scale of the structure. These measurements of area of relief
and thickness are thus local differences in relief and height be-
tween nearby horizons. The measurements are independent of
any assumptions or knowledge of locations of detachment ho-
rizons, or even their existence.

We adopt a notation (see Appendix A) that indicates a mea-
sured area of thickness relief of a horizon n relative to a flatten-
ing level f as a difference in relief DAf ;n between the two
horizons, with an associated difference in height DHf ;n. For
example DA3;5 is the thickness relief of horizon 5 relative to
a flattening level 3 (Fig. 3b). In compression DAf ;n is positive
for horizons above the flattening horizon ðn > f Þ and negative
below in the case of pregrowth strata (Fig. 3b).

It is best to use a well-imaged continuous horizon as a flat-
tening horizon, with some attention to the stratigraphic archi-
tecture of the basin. Typically we use several flattening
horizons for a single structure. An example of how we choose
appropriate flattening horizons is given below for the Nankai
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Fig. 3. The thickness-relief method. (A) The choice of the regional unde-

formed elevation of a horizon, such as 5, is commonly ambiguous in depth

cross-sections in contrast with the simple model of Fig. 1. The ambiguity

arises because the present shape of a horizon is a convolution of primary strati-

graphic geometry, the structure of interest, other deformation below the struc-

ture, and flow of weak layers. (B) As suggested by Hubert-Ferrari et al. (2005)

these ambiguities in many cases disappear if the structure is flattened to a suit-

able stratigraphic horizon, in this case horizon 3. This flattening is done by

vertical simple shear such that area and vertical thickness is conserved. In

the flattened domain the regional can be relatively easily identified in many

cases, such that the differences in relief and height between nearby horizons

can be measured unambiguously, for example DA3;5 and DH3;5. These mea-

surements of thickness relief and height can be used to determine shortening

as shown in (C) and discussed in the text and Appendix A.
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trough. We then combine these independent sets of thickness-
relief measurements hDAf ;n;DHf ;ni for each flattening horizon,
using techniques described in Appendix A, to obtain a strati-
graphically more comprehensive set of areas of structural relief
and heights hDAr;n;DHr;ni relative to some datum or reference
horizon of interest r, such as a detachment. Typically the final
results hAr;n;Hr;ni can be considered areas of structural relief
and heights above the detachment in the classical sense.

The shortening Sm,n for some local interval between
horizons m and n can be immediately calculated from the
thickness-relief measurements

Sm;n ¼ DAm;n=DHm;n ð9Þ

independent of any detachment levels (Fig. 3c). However, the
data may have significant errors or scatter leading to local
shortening estimates of questionable accuracy. Therefore it
may be useful to smooth the data or fit the data over a signif-
icant stratigraphic interval to some appropriate function,
which then is differentiated to obtain S(z).

However, even with perfect data, indiscriminate fitting of
functions to the data can yield quite misleading results for sev-
eral reasons, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and in our geologic exam-
ples. [1] Typical data can be fit reasonably well by several
different functions that have very different derivatives, yield-
ing very different estimates of S(z). However, the quality of
these different functional fits can be discriminated, if the de-
tachment horizons are known, because they yield very differ-
ent predictions of mean shortening as a function of height SðzÞ,
which can be easily compared with data as illustrated in Fig. 2.
In our examples we were able to arrive at stronger claims
about shortening as a function of height by simultaneously
considering both S(z) and SðzÞ. [2] If more than one detach-
ment horizon exists within a structure then S(z) is discontinu-
ous and the data on the two sides of the detachment must be
analyzed independently. If a detachment exists within a struc-
ture and is not recognized in the analysis, quite erroneous re-
sults can be obtained, as illustrated in Fig. 2. [3] The behavior
of growth strata is more complex because the vertical gradient
in the area of relief is no longer simply equal to the shortening
but is also a function of the sedimentation rate relative to the
deformation rate (Gonzalez-Mieres and Suppe, submitted for
publication). Therefore a direct application of these techniques
to growth strata will yield erroneous results.

We have just considered some sources of erroneous short-
ening estimates that can arise from inappropriate choices at
the stage of analyzing the relief data, hDAf ;n;DHf ;ni and
hAr;n;Hr;ni. In addition these relief data contain errors that
propagate from a variety of sources, including seismic imag-
ing, depth conversion, horizon mapping and choice of regional
stratigraphic gradient. We do not have sufficient constraints for
our specific examples to make a useful analysis of specific
sources of error and how they propagate to the final data.
Therefore, we use simple linear regression to estimate the ex-
pected magnitude of the error for individual data pairs of
DAf ;n;DHf ;n (Weimer, 1987; Freund, 1997). This is justified
to some extent in retrospect for our specific examples because
we conclude at the end of the analysis that a linear regression
is appropriate because these examples show a relatively con-
stant shortening as a function of height (in contrast with the
model folds of Figs. 1 and 2). However, the actual data errors
could be substantially smaller than these formal error esti-
mates from linear regression if shortening is more heteroge-
neous at a finer scale, which is a possibility we discuss later.

3. Computation of curvimetric shortening

Conservation of bed length has been traditionally assumed
for many compressive structures in the upper crust. However,
as proposed by Groshong and Epard (1994) layer-parallel
shortening (heterogeneous pure shear) may play a central
role in some detachment folding. We can use the difference
between the shortening based on area of relief S(z) and curvi-
metric or bed-length shortening Sc in natural examples to
directly evaluate the role of layer-parallel pure shear shorten-
ing S3 in detachment folds (Eq. (7)). The same low-level thick-
ness-relief data may be used for both analyses.

Measurement of curvimetric shortening Sc, based on Eq.
(6), requires knowledge of the undeformed regional position
of the bed as well as its deformed shape (Fig. 1). In the thick-
ness-relief analysis we determine the location of the regional
stratigraphic gradient in the flattened state. However, we can-
not use this regional gradient directly for computing line-
length shortening because line length is not conserved in the
transformation to the flattened state (thickness domain).
Therefore we have to transform the regional stratigraphic gra-
dient that is interpreted in the flattened state back into the un-
deformed state (the depth domain). The method is similar to
that used in transforming measurements of thickness relief
into areas of structural relief and is explained in Appendix B.

4. Relief and shortening of natural examples

There has been relatively little study of well-imaged detach-
ment folds from a quantitative perspective (Rowan et al., 1993;
Rowan, 1997; Masaferro et al., 1999). In particular there have
been only a few analyses of shortening on a bed-by-bed basis
(Epard and Groshong, 1993, 1995; Groshong, 1994, 1996; Pa-
shin et al., 1995; Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2005). Here we apply
a combination of thickness-relief and curvimetric shortening
methods to determine the relationships between relief, shorten-
ing and bed length as a function of height in four detachment
folds near the front of four active thrust belts: Nankai trough
offshore Japan, Cascadia offshore Oregon, Yakeng anticline
in the southern Tianshan China and Agbami anticline in the
deep-water Niger delta. In this paper we report only the results
for pregrowth strata. The analysis of growth strata is given by
Gonzalez-Mieres and Suppe (submitted for publication).

4.1. Nankai detachment fold, offshore Japan

4.1.1. Geological framework
We analyze the active frontal detachment fold at the toe of

the Nankai trough accretionary wedge, which lies along the
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Cape Muroto transect (Fig. 4) offshore of southwest Japan (Le
Pichon et al., 1987; Taira et al., 1992; Shipboard-Scientific-
Party, 2001a). The convergence rate between the Philippine
Sea and Eurasian plates in this region has been generally esti-
mated at 2e4 cm/yr for the last 6 Ma (Seno, 1977; Karig and
Angevine, 1986), however, recent GPS and stratigraphic stud-
ies propose a higher rate of 5e6 cm/yr for the last 3 Ma
(Miyazaki and Heki, 2001; Moore et al., 2001b; Shipboard-
Scientific-Party, 2001b).

This detachment fold (Fig. 4) is the principal structure
within the w5 km wide zone of distributed deformation
ahead of the frontal thrust ramp called the protothrust zone
(Moore et al., 1990). This zone shows structural thickening,
seaward tilting and landward-increasing seismic velocities in
the trench sediments, indicating distributed lateral compac-
tion in addition to folding (Moore et al., 2001a; Bangs and
Gulick, 2005). The detachment fold extends laterally for at
least 75 km with an amplitude that decreases east and west
from the Cape Muroto transect, according to seismic surveys
and bathymetric maps (Le Pichon et al., 1987; Moore et al.,
1990, 2001a; Gulick et al., 2004). The next two landward
structures within the wedge are shear fault-bend folds in
the hanging walls of thrust ramps, each of which consume
about 400 m of shortening and may have begun initially as
detachment folds because they show what appear to be trun-
cated detachment folds in the footwall (Suppe et al., 2004;
Shaw et al., 2005).

The stratigraphic sequence is well characterized based on
cores and logging from Ocean Drilling Project holes ODP-
808 and 1174 (Fig. 4) that reached oceanic crust at two sites
along our section (Shipboard-Scientific-Party, 2001a,b). The
stratigraphy consists of a basal pelagic and hemipelagic se-
quence of the Shikoku basin that is overlain by distal and
proximal trench-fill turbidites (Fig. 5). The lower half of the
pelagicehemipelagic sequence is seismically transparent and
overlain by a strong pair of reflectors that lie just below the
basal detachment fault, as shown by ODP cores and logs
(Figs. 4 and 5). The overlying Shikoku basin hemipelagic sed-
iments show discontinuous seismic reflectors associated with
an upward transition into the more proximal trench-fill turbi-
dite sequence with more continuous reflectors (Moore et al.,
2001a; Shipboard-Scientific-Party, 2001b).
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We mapped 26 horizons across the detachment fold using
the depth-migrated 2D seismic line NT62-8 (Moore et al.,
1990, 1991). The depth of the detachment is well documented
from the two ODP holes and has been correlated to the seismic
line using synthetic seismograms (Moore et al., 2001a). The
maximum limb dips reach about 8� and the landward dip of
the detachment horizon is about 1�. In the following section
we show in some detail how we transformed these mapped ho-
rizons into estimates of shortening SðzÞ, S(z) and Sc. Our dis-
cussion of the thickness-relief method for this first example is
more detailed than for the other three examples, for which we
will concentrate largely on the analysis of the results.

4.1.2. Shortening analysis of Nankai detachment fold
The Nankai detachment fold (Fig. 4) is a good example of

the need to work in the thickness domain rather than the depth
domain. If we attempt to directly interpret the regional strati-
graphic gradient for each of the mapped horizons by inspec-
tion of the depth section (Figs. 4 and 5a) we see that the
choice is rather arbitrary, which makes any direct measure-
ments of area of structural relief in the depth domain intrinsi-
cally uncertain. Interpretation of the regional gradient in depth
is made more difficult by the regional fanning of dips across
the trench and the fact that the back limb of the anticline is el-
evated relative to the front. Much of this fanning of dip must
be stratigraphic, reflecting the filling of the trench and the tran-
sition from hemipelagic to trench-fill sedimentation. Therefore
we transform the data into the thickness domain by flattening
on a through-going horizon high in the pregrowth section, as
shown in Fig. 5. In this flattened version of the section we
see the main features of the stratigraphic architecture of the
trench and are able to easily interpret linear regional gradients,
especially in the upper part of the pregrowth sequence. We
viewed the structure using a number of flattening horizons be-
fore choosing the optimum horizons for the thickness-relief
analysis (horizons OC, 1, 6, 14, 15, where horizon OC is the
top of oceanic crust). The thickness-relief data for 18 pre-
growth horizons were combined using the methods described
in Appendix A to compute the areas of structural relief relative
to the detachment horizon as determined by the ODP-1174
borehole (Shipboard-Scientific-Party, 2001b).

The total area of structural relief as a function of height
above the detachment is shown in Fig. 6. A linear least-squares
fit of the data gives a slope of 77 m, which is the mean short-
ening S for the entire data set. The linear fit passes essentially
through the origin in agreement with the location of the basal
detachment as determined from drilling and the correlation be-
tween the well to the depth seismic line by means of the syn-
thetic seismogram. These results suggest a constant shortening
as a function of height above the detachment. This interpreta-
tion is supported by the fact that fitting by a second degree
polynomial gives a nearly identical maximum shortening of
78 m at the top of the pregrowth section and a bedding-parallel
simple-shear angle of less than a degree (Fig. 6b).

Therefore, the data taken as a whole give a nearly constant
shortening above the detachment S of about 77 m with a small
formal error of �6 m. However, it is still possible that there
could be some finer-scale heterogeneity in the shortening as
a function of height, SðzÞ or S(z), that does not appear in sim-
ple linear or polynomial fitting of the data. The computation of
mean shortening SðzÞ for each data point does not reveal any
striking heterogeneity nor does the computation of S(z) from
the polynomial fit (Fig. 6). Nevertheless the area of relief
data in the height range of 400e550 m above the detachment
shows less scatter than the rest of the data and may be fit to
a substantially lower slope. The possibility that this apparent
heterogeneity could represent true structure rather than noise
is discussed further below.

We have computed the curvimetric shortening Sc for each
horizon using the methods described in Appendix B and find
a value of w2e3 m, which is nearly constant as a function
of height and represents only 3% of the shortening SðzÞ ¼
SðzÞ of about 77 m (Fig. 6b). Therefore only about 3% of
the shortening is associated with deflection of the layers from their
regional gradient and about 97% of the total shortening is due
to layer-parallel shortening with essentially no layer-parallel
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simple shear. In this respect the Nankai detachment fold
closely fits the heterogeneous pure shear detachment fold
model proposed by Groshong and Epard (1994).

The above shortening analysis based on conservation of
area almost certainly does not capture all the shortening be-
cause there are several indications that significant tectonic
shortening is consumed in the horizontal component of com-
paction. First, there are substantial horizontal gradients in seis-
mic velocity that are consistent with increasing compaction
into the wedge (Bangs and Gulick, 2005). Secondly, Henry
et al. (2003) have estimated a substantial horizontal compac-
tion based on borehole analysis of anisotropic electrical con-
ductivity. Their horizontal stretch of w0.88, if integrated
over the 2e3 km width of the fold suggests w250e350 m
of shortening associated with horizontal compaction, which
is large relative to the 77 m constant-volume component of
the shortening determined in our analysis (Fig. 7). The total
shortening due to horizontal compaction in the protothrust
zone should be somewhat larger that this estimate because hor-
izontal compaction appears to begin substantially south of the
detachment fold based on estimates of porosity from seismic
analysis (Bangs and Gulick, 2005).

Finally, we noted above that the area of relief data in the in-
terval from 400 to 550 m above the detachment may show
substantially lower shortening w47 m than the mean value of
77 m obtained from the least-squares fit of the entire data set
(Fig. 6a). This observation seems bizarre from a constant-volume
perspective. However, if the horizontal tectonic compaction is
large, then it is likely that there will be vertical heterogeneity
in the fractions of total tectonic shortening that are consumed
by tectonic compaction and constant-volume pure shear. The in-
terval 400e550 m is characterized by mudstones interbedded
with substantial sandstones and shows hydrostatic fluid pres-
sures; therefore it may be capable of more tectonic compaction
than the underlying overpressured mudstone section and the
overlying sandstone-rich section. Therefore, it seems plausible
that vertical heterogeneity in the constant-volume component
may exist within an environment that is one of large-scale verti-
cally homogeneous total shortening.

4.2. Cascadia detachment fold, offshore Oregon

4.2.1. Geological framework
We analyze the active frontal detachment fold at the toe of

the Cascadia accretionary wedge, offshore Oregon (Fig. 8),
which is associated with oblique subduction of the Juan de
Fuca Plate below the North America plate at a rate of w4 cm/yr
along a zone extending from Vancouver Island to northernmost
California (Kulm et al., 1984; MacKay et al., 1992; Westbrook
et al., 1994). The stratigraphic section entering the Cascadia
deformation front is substantially thicker (3e4 km) than the
Nankai example (w1 km) and is composed of turbidites in
which a well-defined fold-and-thrust belt has developed with
substantial along-strike variation in structural styles with both
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seaward and landward vergence (Silver, 1972; Kulm et al.,
1984; MacKay et al., 1992; MacKay, 1995; Adam et al., 2004).

The site of our study in offshore Oregon is in a region that
is similar to Nankai in that it shows a protothrust zone ahead
of a seaward-vergent frontal thrust ramp, but the décollement
level is not as immediately obvious as in the Japanese case
(Fig. 8). The protothrust zone is dominated by a low-amplitude
detachment fold just seaward of the frontal thrust ramp, but
additional more distributed deformation has been documented
as indicated by a landward increase in seismic velocities
(Cochrane et al., 1994) and a number of incipient thrust ramps
with barely resolvable slip (Fig. 8), studied in detail by
Cochrane et al. (1994) and Moore et al. (1995). These incipi-
ent thrusts terminate downward at or above the same detach-
ment level as in the main frontal thrust ramp, which Moore
et al. (1995) have traced for at least 10 km along strike in other
seismic lines. Our analysis of area of structural relief in the
detachment fold identifies this same detachment level, which
is about 1300 m above the top of oceanic crust, but also shows
a deeper detachment level close to the base of the stratigraphic
section, as discussed below.

4.2.2. Shortening analysis of Cascadia detachment fold
We analyzed the shortening of the active frontal detach-

ment fold of the protothrust zone based on mapping 35 hori-
zons on depth-seismic line OR-9 of the Ocean Drilling
Project (Westbrook et al., 1994; Carson et al., 1995). This
line begins on the abyssal plain 10 km seaward from the
frontal thrust ramp and displays a landward-thickening 3e
4 km thick sequence of Miocene to Pleistocene sediments
(MacKay, 1995). Our thickness-relief analysis presented here
(Fig. 8) extends downward from the top of pregrowth strata
(horizon 23) to the first horizon above the top of oceanic crust
(horizon 1). The area relief data as a function of height show
a more complex pattern than the Nankai example, with an up-
ward steepening slope indicating that shortening is not con-
stant as a function of height (Fig. 9).

We begin our analysis by noting that there is a rather
abrupt overall change in slope of the areaeheight graph at
about 1100 m (w1300 m above top of oceanic crust), which
is approximately the horizon of the detachment of the main
frontal ramp and the protodetachment of Cochrane et al.
(1994). Therefore it is likely that two detachment levels exist
(compare Fig. 2). For this reason we analyze the data above
and below this level independently, starting with linear re-
gression. Fitting the data below the proposed detachment
we obtain a slope corresponding to a mean shortening
Slower of 84 m and a zero-area intercept of about 280 m above
the top of oceanic crust, which is therefore the level for
a lower detachment assuming homogeneous shortening above
the detachment. If there were a zone of distributed simple
shear in the basal layer (compare Fig. 1) then 280 m would
be an upper bound on the base of the deformation and the
top of the oceanic crust would presumably be a lower bound.
Regression of the upper data set yields a slope corresponding
to a mean shortening of the upper block Supper of 256 m. We
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estimate the location of the upper detachment at about
1284 m above the top of oceanic crust from the intersection
of the two linear regressions. This intersection is very close,
w20 m below, to the detachment horizon interpreted inde-
pendently by Cochrane et al. (1994) for the frontal thrust
ramp and protodetachment.

It is important to notice that the 256 m mean shortening
Supper obtained by linear regression of the upper strata
(Fig. 9) is the sum of the 84 m shortening of the lower strata
Slower plus an additional 172 m shortening DS that is confined
to the upper fault block

Supper ¼ Slower þDS

This is because the area of relief AðzÞupper at some height
Hupper above the upper detachment is the sum of the area con-
tributions from the two fault blocks (Fig. 9)
AðzÞupper¼ SlowerHlower þDSHupper

where Hlower is the height of the horizon above the lower de-
tachment and DS is the slip on the upper detachment that is
consumed in constant area folding.

The above analysis involves linear regression and therefore
assumes a constant shortening as a function of height within
each fault block. We now consider the possibility that there
may be some component of homogeneous simple shear within
either fault block. Fitting the upper data set with a second-
degree polynomial and differentiating yields a maximum poly-
nomial shortening SpðzÞ at the top of the pregrowth section of
185 m relative to the upper detachment level and a negligible
shear profile of 1.8�, suggesting simple shear is not important.
Furthermore the mean shortening as a function of height com-
puted from the polynomial SpðzÞ does not agree well with the
observed SðzÞ data, whereas the mean shortening computed
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from the linear regression is in better agreement with the data
(Fig. 9). Therefore no overall simple shear exists within the
upper fault block.

Fitting the lower data set with a second-degree polynomial
and differentiating yields a maximum polynomial shortening
SpðzÞ at the top of the section of 123 m and a simple shear an-
gle of 7�. However, the predicted mean polynomial shortening
as a function of height SpðzÞ does not agree well with the ob-
served SðzÞ data, whereas the mean shortening computed from
the linear regression is in good agreement with the data
(Fig. 9). Therefore, there appears to be no overall simple shear
within the lower fault block.

The curvimetric shortening was computed from the thick-
ness-relief data using the methods of Appendix B. The lower
fault block shows a mean curvimetric shortening of 5 m which
is only 6% of the mean shortening Slower of 84 m. The upper
fault block shows a total mean curvimetric shortening of
8 m which is only 3% of the linear-regression mean shortening
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Supper of 256 m. Therefore the Cascadia detachment fold is
dominated by pure shear layer-parallel shortening with no sim-
ple shear and approximates the Groshong and Epard (1994)
pure shear detachment-fold model.

It is also possible that there is a significant component of
horizontal compaction in the total tectonic shortening, similar
to Nankai, based on the observed horizontal velocity gradients
in the protothrust zone (Cochrane et al., 1994). We cal-
culate porosity (Fig. 10b) and associated horizontal stretch
(Fig. 10c) from horizontal gradients in velocity using empiri-
cal relationships (Hamilton, 1978; Serra, 1984). The computed
horizontal stretch due to compaction is w0.9, which is similar
to the constant-volume pure shear stretch. However, the
total shortening due to compaction over the entire 6 km width
of the protothrust zone is 300e600 m (Fig. 10), which is sub-
stantial relative to the 256 m constant-volume pure
shear shortening of the detachment fold. Therefore both
Nankai and Cascadia show evidence of substantial horizontal
compaction.

4.3. Yakeng detachment fold, southern Tianshan China

4.3.1. Geological framework
The active Yakeng anticline (Fig. 11) is located near the

town of Kuche at the deformation front of the southern
Tianshan fold-and-thrust belt, western China (Hubert-Ferrari
et al., 2005). This fold extends for w100 km along strike
and is typically expressed at the surface as a gentle 5e
10 km wide and 50e150 m high up warped alluvial surfaces
that show abundant evidence of folded pre-existing drainage
systems (Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2005, in press). In the few loca-
tions of deeper incision, bedding dips in outcrop reach a max-
imum of about 4e6�. Seismic imaging shows that slip is fed
into the Yakeng anticline from Quilitak anticline to the north
along a detachment in the OligoceneeMiocene evaporitic Jidi-
keh Formation (Hubert-Ferrari et al., in press). The depth of
the detachment under Yakeng anticline is 5.5e6 km and has
been penetrated by several boreholes (Fig. 11). To the south
of Yakeng anticline the basement-involved Yanan structure
also folds upper Tertiary strata, but shows no surface
expression.

4.3.2. Shortening analysis of Yakeng detachment fold
The thickness-relief method was first proposed and applied

by Hubert-Ferrari et al. (2005) as part of an analysis of the Ya-
keng anticline. They determined SðzÞ within both the growth
and pregrowth strata and measured the excess area of the
fold core Ae associated with flow within the basal evaporitic
layer (cf. Eq. (5)). Here we use their seismic mapping to
extend the analysis of Yakeng by computing additional
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The vertically homogeneous shortening S ¼ S obtained from the linear regression in C agrees well with mean shortening S computed for the data points (Eq. (5)); in

contrast the mean polynomial shortening Sp disagrees. Therefore we conclude there is no overall layer-parallel simple shear. The curvimetric shortening Sc rep-

resents only w4% the shortening, therefore the shortening is dominated by layer-parallel pure shear (see Eq. (7)).
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components of the shortening as a function of height within
the pregrowth strata.

Twenty-seven horizons were mapped by Hubert-Ferrari
et al. (2005) for their thickness-relief analysis, which involved
several flattening horizons. Here we analyze the interval from
the detachment horizon 4 to the uppermost pregrowth horizon
15. The area of relief as a function of height above the detach-
ment is shown in Fig. 11. Fitting this linear array of data to
a regression we obtain a mean shortening S of 1200 m.
Note, however that the regression line does not intersect close
to the origin of the graph and shows an excess area of the fold
core at the detachment level of 0.8 km2. Hubert-Ferrari et al.
(2005) showed that there was substantial thickness variation
within the interval between horizons 4 and 5 and therefore in-
terpreted this excess area Ae to be the result of net flow of the
basal evaporitic Jidikeh Formation into the core of the fold.
This excess area represents a constant area that is added to
all overlying pregrowth horizons as described by Eq. (5),
which is used to compute the shortening SðzÞ. If we compare
the mean shortening from the linear regression with the mean
shortening computed for each data point (Fig. 11) we see that
they are in good agreement, except that horizons 5 and 6 show
w100 m more computed shortening, which may indicated that
excess area Ae in the fold core extends up as high as horizon 6.

We explore the possibility of a layer-parallel simple-shear
component by fitting the data to a second degree polynomial,
obtaining a shortening SpðzÞ that reaches 1.5 km at the top of
the pregrowth sequence (horizon 15), a simple-shear angle of
13�, an excess area Ae at the fold core of 1.03 km2 (Fig. 11).
However, the predicted mean shortening SpðzÞ computed
from the polynomial does not agree with the mean shortening
SðzÞ computed for each data point, whereas the linear regres-
sion agrees well (Fig. 11). Therefore, we conclude that there
is no overall simple shear within the pregrowth strata.

We computed the curvimetric shortening ScðzÞ for each ho-
rizon using the methods described in Appendix B and find
a mean value of w50 m, which is nearly constant as a function
of height and represents only about 4% of the total least-
squares shortening S of about 1200 m (Fig. 11). Therefore
the Yakeng detachment fold is dominated by layer-parallel
shortening (heterogeneous pure-shear), similar to the pure
shear model of Groshong and Epard (1994), with a constant
addition to the fold amplitude associated with a net flow of
the basal evaporitic Jidikeh Formation into the fold core.

4.4. Agbami detachment fold, Niger delta

4.4.1. Geologic framework
The Agbami detachment fold (Fig. 12) lies at 1500 m water

depth within the passive-margin fold-and-thrust belt of the
Niger delta, offshore Nigeria, and contains one of the largest
petroleum discoveries of the last decade (Grimes et al.,
2004). The stratigraphic thickness reaches 9e10 km, com-
posed of an upper well-imaged Miocene to Recent turbiditic
section (0e17 Ma) overlying a 2e3 km thick seismically
poorly-imaged basal section dominated by pro-delta shales
of the Akata Formation (Bilotti et al., 2005). The Akata For-
mation is thought to be highly overpressured and forms the
main detachment of the Niger delta, dominating its mechanics
(Bilotti and Shaw, 2005; Corredor et al., 2005a). In some
structures the Akata Formation has been interpreted as highly
mobile or diapiric (Cohen and McClay, 1996; Hooper et al.,
2002).

The Agbami detachment fold is w10 km wide with sub-
stantially higher amplitude and limb dips than our previous ex-
amples (Fig. 12). A strong w4e5� landward-dipping reflector
at 10e11 km depth is determined to be the top of oceanic
basement as shown by magnetic depth-to-basement calcula-
tions (Bilotti et al., 2005; Corredor et al., 2005b). The land-
ward regional dip causes the west limb of this otherwise
symmetric anticline to have lower dip (w25�) compared
with the east limb (w35�). The back limb of the anticline is
deformed by a poorly-imaged fault-related fold and restricts
the continuity of the east flank. The shallow reflectors within
the growth strata show substantial limb rotation, combined
with limb widening (Bilotti et al., 2005).

The exact nature and level of the detachment are not clearly
seen because of problems of multiples in the seismic imaging
(Grimes et al., 2004), nevertheless faint reflectors are appar-
ently visible as much as 2 km shallower than the top of oce-
anic crust and subparallel to it, suggesting a detachment at
that level (Fig. 12). Our interpreted detachment is w1 km
shallower than that interpreted by Bilotti et al. (2005), but
other structurally interesting interpretations are also possible,
as discussed below. In any case the strata above the top of
the Akata Formation display a well-defined flexural lid,
whereas the core of the fold in the Akata Formation shows
a very substantial excess area regardless of the interpreted de-
tachment level. Our thickness-relief analysis will allow us to
quantify this behavior.

4.4.2. Shortening analysis of Agbami detachment fold
Thirty-five reflectors were mapped between the top of oce-

anic crust and the sea bottom (Fig. 12). The top of the pre-
growth sequence is at reflector 19 based on an upward
decrease in structural relief, however, we exclude horizons
18 and 19 from our analysis of pregrowth strata because
they are involved in secondary folding on the east flank of
the structure. Four different flattening levels were used to ob-
tain the thickness-relief data. We have combined these data
w9.6 km2, whereas the shortening of the overlying lid is only 929� 106 m. The dashed line of higher slope shows the predicted gradient in the area of relief in the case

of a flexural deformation of the lid sequence above the fold core (S¼ Sc), which disagrees with the data, indicating that the deformation of the lid sequence is not

dominated by flexure. The polynomial regression is shown as a gray line. (D) Shortening graph. The vertically-homogeneous shortening S ¼ S from the linear re-

gression in C agrees well with mean shortening S computed for the data points; in contrast the mean polynomial shortening Sp disagrees. Therefore, we conclude

there is no overall layer-parallel simple shear within the lid sequence. The observation that the curvimetric shortening Sc exceeds the shortening S ¼ S of the lid se-

quence by w160% indicates that there is substantial layer-parallel stretching of the lid sequence induced by the excess area of the fold core, as discussed in the text.
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using the method of Appendix A to present the data as areas of
structural relief relative to our interpreted detachment level.
Similar to our other examples, the Agbami data display
a broadly linear trend that can be fit with either a linear regres-
sion or a second-degree polynomial. The slope of the data is so
low that the excess area of the fold core at the detachment
level is relatively insensitive to the choice of the detachment
level or the functional fit to the data (Fig. 12). The excess
area of the fold core Ae is w9e10 km2.

Linear regression of the relief data yields a mean shortening
S of the competent lid of 929 m. The intercept yields an excess
area Ae of the fold core of 9.6 km2 for our choice of detach-
ment (Fig. 12) and 8.7 km2 for the w1 km deeper detachment
interpreted by Bilotti et al. (2005). We can compute the mean
shortening SðzÞ for each data point using Eq. (5)

SðzÞ ¼ ðAsr�AeÞ=Hd

which attempts to remove the effect of excess area Ae from the
estimate of mean shortening for each data point. The com-
puted SðzÞ for the individual data points agree closely with
the mean shortening S from the linear regression, indicating
that the shortening within the flexural lid is nearly constant
as a function of stratigraphic level, with essentially no overall
simple shear (Fig. 12). Only for the lowest data point does SðzÞ
deviate substantially from the mean shortening S.

We further test this conclusion of no simple shear by per-
forming a second-degree polynomial fit to the area of relief
data (Fig. 12), which we differentiate to obtain the polynomial
shortening SpðzÞ as a function of height. The result is a negative
shear of 13� and a shortening SpðzÞ that decreases from
1190 m at the base of the lid to 589 m at horizon 17. The
mean shortening SpðzÞ computed from the polynomial fit
agrees poorly with the mean shortening for the data points
(Fig. 12), confirming our conclusion from the linear regression
of constant shortening as a function of height with no simple
shear.

We computed the curvimetric shortening ScðzÞ for each ho-
rizon using the methods described in Appendix B and find
a mean value of w1.53 km with a slight upward increase in
the 1 km section above the top of the Akata Formation
(Fig. 12). This value is substantially greater than the shorten-
ing SzS of 0.93 km measured from the relief data, but is ap-
proximately that predicted for deflection above the observed
excess area, therefore ScðzÞ is dominated by deflection above
the fold core. The total layer-parallel shortening consumed
within the flexural lid is related to the curvimetric shortening
Sc by Eq. (7)

S¼ Scþ S3 ¼ Scþ ðS3lid
þ S3A

Þ

where the net change in bed length S3 is the sum of any pure
shear shortening of the lid S3lid

plus the stretching of the lid
above the excess area S3A

. Note that because of the substantial
limb dip in Agbami the layer-parallel shortening of the lid S3lid

may be different from the horizontal shortening measured
from the area of relief SzS. We consider two cases: [1] If
the horizontal shortening is early before the excess area de-
velops then the two are equal, SzS3lid

¼ 0:93 km, S3A
¼

�1:53 km and S3 ¼ �0:6 km. [2] If the horizontal shortening
is late, after the excess area develops, then the layer-parallel
shortening S3lid

associated with a final dip of 35� is
S3lid

z0:5 km, S3A
¼ �1:1 km, and S3 ¼ �0:6 km. Thus the

net change in bed length is S3 ¼ �0:6 km for these two cases,
where the negative sign indicates an increase in bed length
(shortening is positive). Therefore, the layer-parallel stretching
of the lid dominates over any pure shear shortening because
jS3A
j > S3lid

.
In contrast, we can rule out the possibility of a true flexural

lid with conservation of bed length for Agbami, which would
predict a 65% larger vertical gradient in area of relief
(Fig. 12c). The deformation of the lid sequence of Agbami
is therefore different from existing flexural detachment fold
models that conserve bed length (Mitra and Namson, 1989;
Dahlstrom, 1990; Homza and Wallace, 1995; Poblet and
McClay, 1996; Suppe, submitted for publication) because
the deflection of the Agbami lid is dominated by layer-parallel
stretching over the excess area of the fold core. We conclude
that the area of structural relief of the Agbami anticline is
dominated by deflection over a fold core with 9e10 km2 ex-
cess area Ae and an associated net stretching S3 of 0.6 km
(w6e8%); an additional 1e2 km2 upward-increasing area of
relief is associated with w0.93 km of shortening in the lid
and no simple shear.

The origin of the excess area Ae within the Akata Formation
is a major problem. The 9e10 km2 excess area in the basal
layer, which appears to be 1e2.5 km thick, requires the equiv-
alent of 4e10 km of shortening to produce the observed excess
area of structural relief, in contrast with the w0.93 km shorten-
ing in the overlying strata. This is similar to the classic problem
of detachment folding in a mechanical stratigraphy composed
of a flexural lid overlying a weak basal layer (Wiltschko and
Chapple, 1977; Homza and Wallace, 1995; Suppe, submitted
for publication). The classic solution to this problem has
been flow of the weak basal layer, such as salt, into the core
of the anticline from the adjacent synclines as shown in
Fig. 13a (Wiltschko and Chapple, 1977; Homza and Wallace,
1995). This solution of local constant-volume redistribution
of the basal layer is not satisfactory for Agbami because the
well-imaged syncline west of Agbami does not show the
w1 km average drawdown over a 5 km wide region that would
be required. Indeed, no drawdown is seen at all in the thickness
relief of either the basal layer or the growth strata.

The Agbami anticline therefore requires another solution to
the problem of excess area. The only remaining solutions are
those that are open-system solutions involving material enter-
ing or exiting the confines of the local structure within the 2D
cross-section (Suppe, submitted for publication). There are
several possibilities that are most likely in the present context,
none of which are easily tested with the present seismic data
(Fig. 13):

[1] Far-field injection of mobile Akata shale from the interior
of the Niger delta may supply the 9e10 km2 excess area
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(Fig. 13b). In support of this concept are other structures in
the Niger delta that have been interpreted as shale diapirs
(Hooper et al., 2002). Such far-field flow of shale, while
often contemplated by analogy with the flow of salt, is
unfortunately not yet a well-tested hypothesis in the lit-
erature. There appears to be no specific observable proper-
ties of the seismic image that allow us to test this
hypothesis in the case of Agbami, however, the observed
stretching of the lid sequence is compatible with this idea.

[2] Alternatively the Agbami anticline may involve two de-
tachments, a floor detachment within or at the base of
the Akata Formation and a roof detachment near the top
of the Akata Formation (Fig. 13c). A variety of solutions
of this type allow different shortening above and below
the roof detachment, with the difference in shortening
taken out of the system on the roof detachment (Suppe,
submitted for publication). These solutions are kinemati-
cally similar to duplexes. Seismic images of nearby struc-
tures show a horizon just below the top of the Akata
Formation to be the most important detachment regionally
(Corredor et al., 2005a,b). The amount of shortening that
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regional stratigraphic level. The excess area is equal to the area of subsi-

dence of the synclines. (B) Open system with a far field injection of the

basal layer into the core without subsidence of the syncline. (C) Open sys-

tem with a roof detachment that represents a discontinuity in shortening.

The excess area is equal to the difference in area of shortening above

and below the roof detachment. (D) Open system with roof detachment

similar to (C) but with deformation of the basal layer accomplished by

a somewhat flattened fault-bend folding.
must exit the system on the roof detachment depends on
the thickness of the basal layer. The minimum thickness
is w1 km using the interpreted detachment of Fig. 12
and w2 km for the detachment interpreted by Bilotti
et al. (2005). The maximum possible thickness is
w2.5 km, which is the height of the Akata Formation
above the oceanic crust. A lower detachment close to the
top of oceanic crust is most likely because it is observed
to be important regionally within the more interior parts
of the thrust belt (Corredor et al., 2005a). Therefore, the
amount of shortening of the basal layer of 1e2.5 km thick-
ness required to produce the 10 km2 area of structural re-
lief at the top of the Akata Formation is 4e10 km.
Therefore 3e9 km of slip would have to exit the system
along the roof detachment at the top of the Akata Forma-
tion, since w0.9 km of shortening is observed above the
Akata Formation. Shortening of this magnitude above a de-
tachment near the top of the Akata Formation is observed
w10 km to the west (Shaw et al., 2005) in agreement with
this open system solution. This mechanism is apparently
compatible with the observed stretching of the lid
sequence.

The deformation in the core of the Agbami detachment fold
could take a variety of forms, including those that are not nor-
mally considered detachment folding, as emphasized by
Groshong and Epard (1994). For example the area of relief
at the Akata level could be produced as a complex duplex
structure between the two detachments or even as a single,
somewhat mobile, fault-bend fold stepping up from near the
base of the section (Fig. 13d), as long as the lid sequence de-
forms in a manner consistent with the observed stretching. In
all these cases the amount of slip exiting the system on the up-
per detachment should be approximately the width of the limb
of the anticline at the Akata level, which is w5 km, which is
consistent with a lower detachment w2.5 km below the top of
the Akata Formation, near the top of oceanic crust. All of these
possible solutions for the origin of Agbami anticline must wait
for better seismic imaging. However, the observation of the
two required detachments regionally and the upper detach-
ment just to the west confirms the general viability of the
open-system solutions (Fig. 13c, d). The thickness-relief re-
sults have placed significant quantitative constraints on these
considerations.

5. Discussion of methodology

The study of our four examples gives us some initial expe-
rience with the application of thickness-relief methods to the
analysis of shortening in detachment folds. Here we comment
briefly on some methodological concerns over the more gen-
eral applicability of these methods to well-imaged structures.

The low scatter of the primary measurements of area of re-
lief as a function of height in our examples suggests that the
thickness-relief method is capable of giving quite consistent
results. The least-squares fitting of the data gives mean short-
enings S with fitting errors on the order of 10% for shortening
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between 77 and 1200 m. Nevertheless we do not have a strong
constraint on the resolution of the method in specific cases. In
particular we do not know to what extent the existing scatter is
measurement error as opposed to true stratigraphic heteroge-
neity in the area of structural relief. Modest stratigraphic het-
erogeneity in the area of relief is expected if [1] horizontal
tectonic compaction is significant, [2] some layers are capable
of layer-parallel flow, or [3] unrecognized detachment hori-
zons or zones of heterogeneous layer-parallel simple shear
of modest displacement exist within the structure. Least-
squares or polynomial fitting of the data will formally consider
such heterogeneous deformation as error.

The simple flattening technique that we used in our appli-
cation of the thickness-relief concept was relatively easy to ap-
ply for our isolated low-amplitude examples. This approach is
almost certainly not universally applicable without modifica-
tion, especially in more complex high-amplitude or recumbent
structures. Some structures containing significant faults may
require some substantial adjustment in techniques for flatten-
ing and for thickness and bed-length measurements. In struc-
tures that are not isolated it may be more challenging to
determine the regional gradients. Other measures of thickness
may be appropriate in these structures, for example bed-nor-
mal thickness measurements. Nevertheless, we feel the thick-
ness-relief concept is broadly applicable and its limits have yet
to be fully probed.

6. Conclusions about detachment folding

Our analysis of four relatively well-imaged examples using
thickness-relief methods provides significant new insight into
the nature of shortening as a function of height in detachment
folds, which we summarize here. Nevertheless our range of ex-
amples does not begin to sample the full rich variety of structural
phenomena known to exist in detachment folds (Suppe, submit-
ted for publication). In particular, none of our examples, with the
possible exception of Agbami, shows strongly competent me-
chanical stratigraphy of the sort that that is typical of many clas-
sic detachment folds, for example the box folds of the Jura and
Pyrenees which are composed of competent Jurassic carbonates
overlying Triassic evaporates (Laubscher, 1961, 1965, 1966;
Mugnier and Vialon, 1986; Poblet and Hardy, 1995). Our results
are for low-amplitude detachment folds in relatively homoge-
neous clastic-dominated mechanical stratigraphy.

All four examples show relatively modest least-squares
shortening S ranging from 77 to 1200 m in structures that
are 5e10 km wide. This shortening is essentially constant as
a function of height with no overall simple shear. The mea-
sured shortening S or S(z) is almost entirely a result of hetero-
geneous pure shear in the Nankai, Cascadia and Yakeng
examples, as shown by the fact that the curvimetric or bed-
length shortening Sc is one or two orders of magnitude smaller
than the shortening. Therefore these folds may be approxi-
mated by the Groshong and Epard (1994) pure shear model
of detachment folding.

The Agbami anticline and, to a lesser degree, the Yakeng
anticline are more complex in that they show substantial
excess area Ae within the basal layer (1e9 km2), which causes
deflection of the overlying strata. In Agbami this deflection is
associated with a net increase in bed length ðS3 ¼ �0:6 kmÞ as
shown by the fact that the shortening ðS ¼ S ¼ 0:93 kmÞ is less
than the curvimetric shortening ðSc ¼ 1:53 kmÞ. This shows
that the deflection of the overlying strata was dominated by
layer-parallel stretching of the layers.

Finally, there is significant evidence that our measured
shortening S or S(z), based on conservation of area, is less
than half of the total tectonic shortening for the frontal detach-
ment folds of the Nankai and Cascadia accretionary wedges.
The additional shortening, not seen in the area of relief mea-
surements, is associated with horizontal tectonic compaction
and volume loss. The evidence for horizontal compaction
comes from horizontal increases in seismic velocity (Cochrane
et al., 1994; Bangs and Gulick, 2005) and anisotropy in elec-
trical conductivity (Henry et al., 2003) as one enters the defor-
mation front. Given the relative importance of horizontal
compaction at early stages in deformation it is possible that
some of the finer-scale heterogeneity in the area of relief mea-
surements could represent stratigraphic variations in the pro-
portion of the shortening that is taken up by horizontal
compaction. However, at present, horizontal compaction is
a relatively unstudied process.
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Appendix A. Computation of structural relief from
thickness-relief measurements

Our data hxi; zn;xi
i consist of sets of horizon elevations

hzn;xi
i measured at regularly-spaced horizontal positions hxii

for each of the n mapped horizons. Such data can be obtained
easily by mapping stratigraphic horizons on depth-converted
seismic profiles using suitable software. We did not use spe-
cial-purpose seismic-mapping software, but simply used
Adobe Illustrator�, extracting the digitized horizons from
the ASCII Illustrator� file, which was then imported as a ma-
trix into spreadsheet software (Excel�). All flattening, deter-
minations of best-fitting regionals, calculations of area of
relief, heights and curvimetric shortening, and statistical anal-
ysis were done in the spreadsheet software.
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The thickness-relief method permits significant flexibility in
measuring areas of relief in complex stratigraphic and structural
situations because measurements can be made independently
for several different stratigraphic intervals within a structure,
then later combined if there are layers in common between the
data sets. For the sake of clarity, two kinds of reference frames
or levels are distinguished, relative to which areas of relief and
heights can be measured or computed: [1] The flattening level
is a stratigraphic horizon that is selected as appropriate for flat-
tening for the purpose of identifying the regional stratigraphic
gradients and for making the primary measurements of thick-
ness relief and height (Figs. 3 and 14). [2] In contrast, the refer-
ence level is a horizon relative to which we would like to view the
data. The most useful reference level is the detachment horizon
or some well-imaged horizon below the detachment horizon.
These reference horizons may or may not be undeformed.

In this Appendix we show how to combine data from differ-
ent flattening levels to recast the data relative to an appropriate
reference level, making use of a convenient system of notation.
Our notation indicates a measured area of thickness relief of
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Fig. 14. Schematic example of measurement of thickness relief and height

with multiple flattening horizons, as discussed in Appendix A.
a horizon n relative to a flattening level f as a difference in relief
DAf ;n with an associated difference in height DHf ;n (e.g.
DA3;5DH3;5 Fig. 14c). In contrast the area of relief and height
of a horizon n relative to a reference level r is indicated without
the D as Ar;n and Hr;n simply because in many cases these will
be the total area of structural relief and height relative to the de-
tachment or a horizon below the structure of interest. Thus Ar;n

is in many cases a classic total area of structural relief whereas
the thickness relief DAf ;n is typically a difference in relief be-
tween easily mapped nearby horizons. In either case the total
area of relief Ar;n or DAf ;n between two horizons r or f and n
is simply the sum of the differences in relief DAk;kþ1 between
all the intervening adjacent horizons k and kþ 1

Ar;n ¼ DAr;rþ1 þDArþ1;rþ2þ/þDAn�1;n ¼
Xn�1

k¼r

DAk;kþ1 ð9aÞ

or

DAf ;n ¼ DAf ;fþ1þDAfþ1;fþ2þ/þDAn�1;n ¼
Xn�1

k¼f

DAk;kþ1

ð9bÞ

Similarly for height

Hr;n ¼ DHr;rþ1þDHrþ1;rþ2þ/þDHn�1;n ¼
Xn�1

k¼r

DHk;kþ1

ð10aÞ

or

DHf ;n ¼ DHf ;fþ1þDHfþ1;fþ2þ/þDHn�1;n ¼
Xn�1

k¼f

DHk;kþ1

ð10bÞ

where DHk;kþ1 is the difference in height between adjacent ho-
rizons k and kþ 1. Thus we can add two measurements if they
have a horizon in common, as shown by the subscripts

DAm;s ¼ DAm;pþDAp;s ð11Þ

which is the basis for combining measurements from different
flattening levels, in this case m and p.

Thickness relief DA and height DH are positive for hori-
zons above the flattening level and negative for horizons below
(Figs. 3 and 14). Also the sign of DA reverses for extensional
structures because extension creates negative rather than pos-
itive structural relief (Groshong, 1994, 1996). If we employ
multiple flattening and reference levels it is helpful to be
more explicit about sign conventions and the horizon indices.
We number the sequence of horizons increasing stratigraphi-
cally upward (Fig. 14). Therefore DAf ;n is positive in compres-
sion if f< n and negative if f> n. By reversing the indices we
change the sign

DAj;k ¼�DAk;j ð12Þ
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Similarly

DHj;k ¼�DHk;j ð13Þ

For example DA3;5 is the thickness relief of horizon 5 relative
to a flattening level 3 and is equal in magnitude and opposite
in sign to DA5;3, which is the thickness relief of horizon 3 rel-
ative to a flattening level 5 (Fig. 14).

We use a simple example shown in Fig. 14 composed of
seven horizons to illustrate the basic application of Eqs.
(9)e(13) to obtain the areas and heights. Our goal is to get
the areas of structural relief and heights with respect to hori-
zon 1, which is the detachment level. We choose two horizons
for flattening. Horizon 7 at the top of the pregrowth section is
chosen because flattening at this level will show the strati-
graphic architecture just prior to deformation and because it
is the most distorted horizon. We obtain measurements of
thickness relief and height for horizons 5 and 6 relative to level
7, which are negative quantities. Horizon 3 in the middle of
the section is also chosen for flattening, yielding measure-
ments for horizons 1, 2, 4 and 5. Since horizon 5 is common
to the two data sets we can compute the areas of structural re-
lief and heights for each horizon relative to detachment level 1
from the primary thickness-relief measurements. For example

A1;2 ¼ DA1;2 ¼ DA1;3 þDA3;2 ¼�DA3;1 þDA3;2

and

H1;2 ¼ DH1;2 ¼ DH1;3þDH3;2 ¼�DH3;1 þDH3;2

where ðDA3;1;DH3;1Þ and ðDA3;2;DH3;2Þ are the primary mea-
surements. The entire set of areas of structural relief, written in
terms of the primary thickness-relief measurements, is

A1;2 ¼ DA1;2 ¼ DA1;3 þDA3;2 ¼�DA3;1 þDA3;2

A1;3 ¼ DA1;3 ¼�DA3;1

A1;4 ¼ DA1;3þDA3;4 ¼�DA3;1þDA3;4

A1;5 ¼ DA1;3þDA3;5 ¼�DA3;1þDA3;5

A1;6 ¼ DA1;3þDA3;5þDA5;6

¼�DA3;1þDA3;5�DA7;5 þDA7;6

A1;7 ¼ DA1;3þDA3;5þDA5;7 ¼�DA3;1þDA3;5�DA7;5

The computation for height is analogous.

Appendix B. Determination of regional stratigraphic
gradient in the depth domain from thickness relief

In order to measure the curvimetric shortening Sc ¼ ðLd � LÞ
we must determine the undeformed regional stratigraphic gradi-
ent so that we can measure the bed length L (Fig. 1). We
determine the undeformed regional gradient from the same
data that we used in the thickness-relief analysis. The key inter-
mediate step in this analysis is the determination of the total re-
lief Rn;xi

between the present deformed shape of a horizon n and
its undeformed regional gradient at each discrete horizontal po-
sition xi, as shown in Fig. 15a. Once we determine the set of all
hxi;Rn;xi

iwe can calculate the shape of the undeformed regional
gradient hxi; ðzn;xi

� Rn;xi
Þi given the deformed shape of the ho-

rizon hxi; zn;xi
i. We can then use these results to compute the de-

formed Ld and undeformed L bed length and the curvimetric
shortening Sc ¼ ðLd � LÞ.

The total relief Rn;xi
between a deformed horizon and its un-

deformed regional gradient is simply the sum of the differ-
ences in relief DRk;kþ1;xi

between all the intervening adjacent
horizons k and kþ 1 between the horizon in question n and
some undeformed reference surface r

Rr;n;xi
¼ DRr;rþ1;xi

þDRrþ1;rþ2;xi
þ/þDRn;n�1;xi

¼
Xn�1

k¼r

DRk;kþ1;xi
ð14Þ

In practice we measure the quantities DRf ;n;xi
in the thickness

domain as part of the process of computing the local area of
thickness relief, relative to some flattening horizon f. As before
with thickness relief, if f< n then DRf ;n;xi

> 0 in compression
(pregrowth strata), therefore if we reverse the indices we
change the sign

DRj;k;xi
¼�DRk;j;xi

ð15Þ

For example DR3;5;xi
is the contribution of relief of horizon 5

relative to flattening level 3 and is equal in magnitude and op-
posite in sign to DR5;3;xi

, which is the contribution of relief of
horizon 3 relative to flattening level 5.

There are errors associated with each local relief measure-
ment gradient DRf ;n;xi

that in practice makes the computed un-
deformed regional gradient hxi; ðzn;xi

� Rn;xi
Þi noisy relative to

the present deformed shape of the horizon. Therefore,
hxi;Rn;xi

i must be smoothed to the point that its noise is similar
to the noise of the present deformed shape of the horizon
hxi; zn;xi

i. Then the deformed Ld and undeformed L bed length
and the curvimetric shortening Sc ¼ ðLd � LÞ can be
computed.

We use the same simple example composed of seven hori-
zons that we used in Appendix A (Fig. 14) to illustrate the ba-
sic application of Eqs. (14) and (15) to determine the regional
gradient for computing curvimetric shortening Sc, based on
our previous measurements in the thickness domain as shown
in Fig. 15. As part of our determination of the area of the
thickness relief we make measurements of local relief
DRf ;n;xi

between each horizon n and flattening horizons f (7
and 5) at a set of regularly spaced horizontal locations xi.
This set of measurements hxi;Rn;xi

i is used to compute
the area of thickness relief DAf ;n. We obtain measurements
of local relief for horizons 5 and 6 relative to flattening level
7, which are negative quantities. Horizon 3 in the middle
of the section is also chosen for flattening, yielding
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measurements for horizons 1, 2, 4 and 5. Since horizon 5 is
common to the two data sets we can compute the total relief
hRn;xi

i for each horizon and horizontal position. For example

R2;xi
¼ DR1;2;xi

¼ DR1;3;xi
þDR3;2;xi

¼�DR3;1;xi
þDR3;2;xi

where DR3;1;xi
and DR3;2;xi

are the primary relief measure-
ments. The entire set of total relief measurements at a single
horizontal position xi, written in terms of the primary thick-
ness-relief measurements, is

R2;xi
¼ DR1;2;xi

¼ DR1;3;xi
þDR3;2;xi

¼�DR3;1;xi
þDR3;2;xi

R3;xi
¼ DR1;3;xi

¼�DR3;1;xi

R4;xi
¼ DR1;3;xi

þDR3;4;xi
¼�DR3;1;xi

þDR3;4;xi

R5;xi
¼ DR1;3;xi

þDR3;5;xi
¼�DR3;1;xi

þDR3;5;xi

R6;xi
¼ DR1;3;xi

þDR3;5;xi
þDR5;6;xi

¼�DR3;1;xi
þDR3;5;xi

�DR7;5;xi
þDR7;6;xi

B horizon 3 flattening level
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Fig. 15. Schematic example of determination of deformed regionals in depth

from measurements of flattened horizons, which is a key step in determining

curvimetric shortening, as discussed in Appendix B.
R7;xi
¼ DR1;3;xi

þDR3;5;xi
þDR5;7;xi

¼�DR3;1;xi
þDR3;5;xi

�DR7;5;xi

We can now compute the shape of the regional stratigraphic
gradient in the depth domain for each horizon, which is
hxi; ðzn;xi

� Rn;xi
Þi. For example for horizon 7, as shown in

Fig. 15a, the elevation of the undeformed regional is
ðz7;xi

� R7;xi
Þ, where z7;xi

is the elevation of the deformed hori-
zon at the same horizontal position xi. After smoothing the
noise in the regional stratigraphic gradient we can compute
the bed lengths and curvimetric shortening.
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